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ABSTRACT. Energy, which is required to run space satellites, is as old as space technology itself.
The location of these satellites has made it more applicable for unconventional means of energy
generation to run them. The Sun being the universal and greatest source of all forms of energy, as
well as the closest energy source to space satellites, has been so appropriately trapped using solar
cells. Solar power satellites are designed to capture solar energy and transmit that energy to
receiving stations using wireless power transmission mechanism. This paper is written to
rehearse the immediate and associated usefulness of solar energy trapped from space as an
alternative for electricity generation for the future; it is also an attempt to appraise the prospects
of this scientific conviviality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Space satellites are generally regarded as spacecraft that receive signals and send them back
to earth. However, they are extremely complex and expensive because they have to work and
survive in space for specified time periods, usually up to 15 years. To make this possible, a
satellite has to produce its own power by generating electricity from sunlight falling on
photovoltaic cells or solar panels. Batteries are used to store the energy, so that the satellite can
continue to work when the Sun is eclipsed or far away.
Because space is not a friendly environment, space satellites have to survive temperature
variations of more than 200°C in a situation described similarly to someone standing in front of
a fireplace with a blazing fire while an air conditioner pumps freezing air onto his back. Outside
the protection of the earth’s atmosphere, the level of radiation (UV, X-rays, gamma-rays and all
sorts of energetic particles) is much higher and more destructive than on the ground. Before
they can even begin to operate in space, satellites have to survive the bone-shaking launch.
Then the solar panels have to be opened and antennas, which are often stowed to take less
space in the launcher, deploys before the satellite enters its operational orbit. This is responsible
for the high amount of time and the great number of professionals needed in designing,
building and checking for the correct functioning of a satellite.
Electrical power delivery to earth using space power satellites (SPS) has a lot of similarities
with space satellite technology. Peter Glaser, an American aerospace engineer, first proposed
SPS in the late 60s [1], [2]. During the energy crises in the 70s, the US government took a hard
look at them. The studies generated by this inquiry essentially reported that SPS were
technologically possible but their cost and launch requirements were not. Fifteen years later
NASA conducted a study to determine if anything had changed [3]. The new study concluded
that costs were still high but they were not as high as originally predicted and that there were
no technological showstoppers. At present, utility companies and governments are taking a
closer look at SPS [4], [5]. Not only are they looking at them as sources of power on earth but
also, as sources of power for satellites to reduce their size and launch costs [6].
SPS systems collect solar energy in space and transmit it via a microwave energy beam to an
earth-based rectenna which converts the beam into electricity for use on earth, essentially
defining the three stages of its operation (Fig. 1). SPS is thought to have several advantages over
other forms of alternative energy, particularly over terrestrial implementation of solar power.
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For instance, power supply system based almost entirely on renewable energy source will have
to deal with intrinsic variability of the resources [7]. Nevertheless, SPS is not affected by
weather, seasons, or by the earth’s atmosphere, which can otherwise act as a filter.
Consequently, there is bound to be more intense exposure to sunlight not hindered by weather;
hence no need for expensive storage which would have been of use during periods of low
supply. Besides, it is harmless to the environment, and with less political interference, since it is
environmental friendly, as there is no CO2 problem associated with it. Although, there have
been contrary views that it is too early to implement this technology because of its huge
investment requirement, safety concerns and an infantile technology, among others [8], [9]. As a
result, this paper is another attempt at highlighting the feasibility and inevitability of the SPS
technology for future electricity supply.
This paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 is used to highlight the need for future
energy sources. Section 3 is used to briefly describe the SPS technology as well as their
challenges. Section 4 is used to provide the state-of-the-art technology, while Section 5 is used to
give a conclusion. Further, energy and power as used in this paper mean the same thing.
Similarly, solar power satellite (SPS), space-based solar power (SBSP) or space solar power (SSP)
as used correspondingly within this paper is without prejudice.

Fig. 1.

Operational diagram of an SPS system
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Proposed change in supplies for fossil fuels

II. THE NEED FOR FUTURE ENERGY SOURCES

Currently, the world relies on fossil fuels to generate electrical power. The reality of a
projected but certain fall of the world’s oil reserve is confirmed in studies, e.g., [10]. Coal, a
major source of energy supply is faced with a similar threat. Fig. 2 is meant to show the rate at
which these energy sources are expected to decline in the coming years [11]. It is
understandable that as the world population increases, the natural resources to produce energy
decreases, and alternative methods to produce sustainable, environmentally friendly, and cost
effective energy are required (Table 1). Meantime, fossil fuels are not only depleting, but
altering local environment and the world climate [12]. In the same vein, all three factors –
petroleum peaking and declining, growing concerns of fuel-derived GHGs, and growing global
demand for energy – were supported as the driving force for recent advancements in SPS
technology [13].
Unlike nuclear energy which is equally clean and abundant but very risky, there is no doubt
that renewable energy sources give a huge prospect for future energy sources because of its
large reservoir and lowering cost of energy, even as it remains the world’s fastest-growing
source of electric power in the midst of ever increasing demand by end users [14]. In an era
when new energy options are urgently needed, space solar power is an inexhaustible solution –
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SPS scores an edge over the ground-based (PV) solar power in three notable areas: increased
availability, easy accessibility, higher efficiency [15] and the technologies to make it happen is
now at an advanced stage [13].
In a paper, China Academy of Space Technology (CAST) grouped into three the major
advantages of SPS to China’s energy development as sustainable development, disaster
prevention and mitigation, and retaining and cultivating talent [16]. Stating the several
advantages to SPS, it was reported in ref. [17] that solar radiation can be more efficiently
collected in space, where it is roughly three times stronger than on the surface of the earth and it
can be collected 24 hours per day (since there are no clouds or night in high earth orbit). Thus,
ensuring SPS does not use up valuable surface area on the earth by beaming to areas with the
highest demand at any particular time. At the same time, current space missions are narrowly
constrained by a lack of energy for launch and use in space. Missions that are more ambitious
will never be realized without new, reliable, and less-expensive sources of energy [18]. Other
benefits such as clean and safe energy source, limitless reserves and employment/investment
opportunities make SPS the future energy system to beat. However, like every new technology,
the next section is used to highlight some major concerns being raised against space-based solar
power technology.

III. TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND CHALLENGES OF SPS

Space-based solar power is a system for the collection of solar power in space for use on
earth. SPS differs from the usual method of solar energy collection in that the solar panels used
to collect the energy would reside on a satellite in orbit, rather than on earth's surface. In space,
collection of the Sun's energy is unaffected by the day/night cycle, weather, seasons, or the
filtering effect of earth's atmospheric gases. The average solar energy per unit area in space, i.e.,
vicinity of the Earth is 1366 W/m2 as compared to less than an average of 250 W/m2 obtainable
on the surface of the earth. This drastic reduction in energy being as a result of atmospheric
absorption and scattering, seasonal variations and weather [19].
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EXPECTED GROWTH RATE OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND OF ENERGY SOURCES [20]

Average projected

Absolute change (as

Necessary growth in

Necessary annual

energy demand

percent of current

renewables + nuclear (percent

growth in renewables

growth

supply) by 2025

of current supply) by 2025

+ nuclear

1%

15%

22%

9.3%

2%

32%

39%

12%

3%

51%

58%

15.6%

4%

73%

80%

18.5%

5%

98%

105%

20%

A. Overview of SPS Technology

Space based solar power is comprised of two major technologies which have been studied in
some form since the 1980s [21], these are: architecture of the satellite and receiver module; and,
the means to beam energy back to earth. Both possess challenges, with that of transmission
technology being direr. To this, wireless power transmission has been identified as key to the
development of SPS [22]. These two main technologies are further processed as:
1) Means of collecting solar power in space: Solar power collection in space can be achieved
using planar photovoltaic cells or thermal turbines which convert the solar energy into dc
electricity. [15]. The energy collector could be a single crystal silicon which receives direct
sunlight and is readily available. However, silicon cells are vulnerable to radiation. The
collector could as well be gallium arsenide photovoltaic cells which exhibit a level of
resistance to both thermal and radiation degradation but is not readily available.
2) Means of transmitting power to earth: Due to long distances involved, wired
transmission is impractical. Consequently, wireless power transmission is adopted.
Usually, lower radio frequency transmission in the microwave spectrum (2.45 GHz) or
high frequencies within the optical and infrared range are required.
3) Means of receiving power on earth: The means of receiving the transmitted power
depends on the transmission mode adopted during the transmission phase [17]. A
rectenna (microwave-to-dc converter), which consists of a rectifying circuit and a
receiving antenna most suitable for radio frequencies [23], while an array of photovoltaic
cells are used for visible and infrared frequency ranges.
The SPS concept is very involved, and several integrated studies have been undertaken over
the years to design produce an optimum template for its operation [6], [13], [19], [24]. The good
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news is that the basic physics of solar power satellites was resolved in the 1960s and 1970s,
while the challenges over the years are, basically, engineering and economics [18]. The basic
description of SPS, earlier shown in Fig. 1, can be adapted to two different architectures [19]:
1) GEO-based Solar Power Architecture: The satellite can be placed within the Geostationary
orbit (GEO), medium-earth orbit (MEO) or low-earth orbit (LEO). In GEO, the satellite
appears to be stationary because the speed of Earth’s rotation corresponds to the orbital
period of the satellite round the earth. Then due to its position, less than 1% of its total
time is spent in shadow. If the satellite is placed in the LEO, this minimizes the range and
brings about reduction in size and weight of the transmitting antenna. However, satellites
in LEO have a reduced productivity owing to the fact that much of their time is spent in
shadow as they orbit the earth.
2) Lunar Solar Power Architecture: Here, power collector and beam forming equipment are
mounted on the moon surface. This architecture, however, is affected by the 14-day lunar
night and as such, constant power is not ordinarily provided.
In general, three principal GEO-based SPS concepts (Fig. 3) which have been identified and
characterized for technical and commercial applications are [13]:
1) Microwave

Wireless

Power

Transmission

(WPT)/Classic

Power

Management

Architecture, involving large discrete structures (e.g., solar array, transmitter, etc.)
assembled by a separate facility in space; this concept involves sun-pointed solar energy
collection system, a wireless power transmission system which makes use for
microwave radio frequency, and ground based rectennas which receive the transmitted
power.
2) Modular Electric/Diode Array Laser WPT/Sandwich Power Management Architecture,
involving self-assembling solar power-laser-thermal modules of intermediate scale; this
can either be electric-laser or solar-pumped laser. The wireless power transmission here
involves laser beam generation at the near visible part of the spectrum
3) Modular Microwave WPT/Sandwich Power Management Architecture, involving a
large number of very small solar power-microwave-thermal modules that would
robotically assemble in orbit. This is a highly modularized architecture which involves
light-redirection based energy distribution approach and depends on an integration of
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solar generation, power management and distribution, as well as wireless power
transmission subsystems on individual modules
So far, the highly modular microwave WPT sandwich SPS appears to be the more suitable,
offering clear advantages particularly for large-scale commercial base-load power, with
fabrication and prototype testing recently performed [25].
The generic functional architecture which can be used to describe any of the SPS concepts is
as shown in Fig. 3, where other systems integral to the SPS concepts have been identified such
as [12], [15]: 1) earth-to-orbit (ETO) transportation; 2) affordable in-space transportation; 3)
space assembly, maintenance and servicing; and, 4) ground energy and interface systems; as
well as, 5) in-space resources and manufacturing. It is believed that all of these technologies are
reasonably near-term and have multiple attractive approaches. However, a great deal of work is
needed to bring them to practical fruition.
B. Challenges associated with SPS

Key areas of concern in the SPS concept are in terms of emerging technology, international
policy and regulations, health and safety, terrorism, as well as high costs. The aspect of
terrorism comes in since high power microwave source with high gain antenna is usually
employed in delivering intense burst of energy which can be used as a weapon [26]. The other
problems associated with SPS find their roots among any of these main areas. For instance,
considering how to transmit the energy from the collection point in space to the place where the
energy would be used on earth, technology, cost and health factors become critical.

Fig. 3.

Generic SPS functional architecture
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Fig. 4.
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(b)

(c)

Conceptualized GEO-based SPS: (a): Microwave Classic (b): Modular Electric Laser (c):
Modular Sandwich Microwave Generic SPS functional architecture

The greatest barrier to the development of SPS has been identified as its high launch
costs. As a result, a major spacecraft development project can cost many tens, if not
hundreds, of millions of dollars, and over a lengthy period of time [27]. Such technical
challenges greatly influence the economic feasibility of SPS. Yet, there are other myths
bothering on safety for man, animals, high interference, space materials and orbit, machines
and the environment [10].
However, in an attempt to delineate the advantages of SPS, it is implied that most of the
observed challenges can be abated when the promise of bulk clean energy source of future
growing energy demand, high transmission and conversion efficiency, ease of transmission,
and non-hazardous radiation are factored [28].

IV. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SPS TECHNOLOGY

In recent times, more world governments have concentrated time and money to study
and develop the SPS technology. Intense efforts, spanning a 40 years period, have been
made in the US, Canada and Europe [28]. China and India both started recent activities,
while Japan has been undertaking steady technological strides in harnessing the technology
up to developmental stage. In the wake of the disaster at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
power plant, Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), a world-leader in SPS systems,
now has a technology roadmap that proposes a 1 GW commercial system by 2030 [27].
Elsewhere, international conferences, workshops and committees of experts have been
sprawling the SPS concept in recent times in order to promote international dialogue and
coordinate SPS efforts. The on-going Power Symposium of the International Astronomical
Congress (IAC), as well as periodic conferences dedicated to SPS and WPT have been
reported, and also hosted on a dedicated online Space Solar Power Library [13], [29].
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Another plus is the recent international assessment developed by the International
Academy of Astronautics (IAA) Study [13], which has been serially referenced in this paper.
Its key findings were: 1) need for new energy technologies such as SPS; 2) SPS is feasible; 3)
SPS will soon be economically viable; 4) more research is needed to fine-tune all parts of the
technology; 5) low-cost ETO transportation will make SPS commercially viable; 6) prototype
testing-of-concept need to be initiated to boost technology confidence; 7) technological
development is currently transient; 8) existing power networks for transmission; and, 9)
need for regulatory and policy frameworks.

V. CONCLUSION

So far, SPS technology – not new at all – appears to be receiving wider attention from
governments and key stakeholders. To this end, the satellite-based technology is gradually
converging most of its trajectories for the development and production of a prototype.
Besides, the impetus for SPS appears to be an underlying drive to address concurrent global
challenges of energy demand for a growing world population, in the midst of increasing
environmental pollution and certain oil depletion. Though bearing in mind the present huge
cost of production and other critical factors, SPS technology invariably offers great promise
to tap directly into the Sun’s abundant solar energy for zero-carbon cum sustainable
electricity production, and at a significantly greater efficiency than the current earth-based
PV systems. The challenge however is that much work still needs to be done in terms of
plugging together the technical and economic holes of the SPS technology, apparently
making it a future source of power generation.
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